LIFE
bowdlerisations of Gibbon’s most clogged passages,
lulls the palate such that only the most discerning
oenophile will detect hints of cordite and poppy seed
suggestive of contemporaneous difficulties in the
Empire and the unsubtlety of the approaching war.
Russell Chamberlain
Since vignerons fled like Hugenots from their
parched Yorkshire vineyards, it has been the
oenophile’s boast and hallmark to distinguish les
grandes crus of the Grampian and Macdui banks of
the River Dee. We were sharing a siesta bottle of
2065 Castle Stirling when our host offered a bet on
this vexed aspect of tartan terroir, uncorking a
vintage from above the fabled Munro contour,
where merlot roots scrabble like goats on the
unstable scree. Radon gas, seeped from the
Cairngorm pluton, can betray l’orientation to the
nose, as to the Geiger counter, but here the reek
was of Lorne sausage and second-hand sporran.
Bog myrtle on the palate and Irn Bru at the finish
gossiped of a shady north-facing corrie under
Braeriach and la rive droite des nos jours. Lay it
down for your grandchildren: it will be at its peak
when the rocks melt with the sun.
Nick MacKinnon
Bold but not over ambitious, Château Grand
Guignol is a large and inquisitive wine whose
questions deserve to be answered. The product of a
terroir lying on the south-south-western slopes of
Mont Ypython, where an underlying soil of
perforated lava is overlain by aeons of wild-donkey
droppings, and drowsy sunlight embraces the
compliant vines, Grand Guignol has a nose which is
almost Roman, a steely and well-balanced structure
which comes down on both sides of the scales, a
short- to medium-length finish not entirely
unreminiscent of an aged Ribena, and a subtle aftersavour of beetroot. Connoisseurs will appreciate its
consistent inconsistency and its distinctively thick
maquillage, varying en couleur from carmine to
shocking pink, depending on the viewer’s viewpoint.
Altogether a wine to glug or gurgle rather than sip,
drinking is best postponed for many years and
reserved for a midnight Halloween celebration.
John Maddicott
That great vigneron, Jean-Marie-Hippolyte Olibrius,
once remarked to me that French politics was like
French vines — grafted on to American stock.
His were wiped out, alas, by the evil oocyte
Phytophthora vinimportuna. We raised a few
politicised glasses to their memory. Château
Trogneux stood for Macron — structured, balanced,
a little bland but with a long finish. For Valérie
Pécresse, it had to be a Domaines de Gaulle;
impressive nose and notes of persimmon, malic acid,
leather and brass. A peppery Chauvin, orchestrated
from the Pied Noir grape, for Zemmour, with its
symphony of gojiberry, old pennies and primaryschool glue. Le Pen almost defeated us; but a marine
Bordeaux, past it best but still game, supplied old
glories of Marmite, bubblegum and supermarket
fishpaste. Last, of course, and reddest came a
Syndicat Ouvrier for M. Mélenchon, surprisingly shy
but a sprightly blend of fines herbes, limestone and
mouldy Roquefort. Vive la république!
Frank Upton

Crossword
2535: Green
light! Cross!
by Doc
In this pangrammatical puzzle,
the unclued lights are of a kind
near 21A. Ignore all accents.
		Across
7 Fresh out of Pinewood (3)
11 Prisoner’s popular winning
move (6)
13 Sympathy strike at the
docks? (7)
15 All the monks in class (5)
17 Some reach a téléphérique
in Alpine ski resort (6)
18 A harp playing for
Restoration playwright
Behn (5)
21 Old German graduate
going round Qawra’s isle
(5)
22 Rice dish with bit of
thyme dropped in on
one’s knee (7)
27 New investment in
gold bonds is for older
women (7)
29 Little girl encountered
in rubber boots (5)
30 Works Scott composed
out East (6)
32 Almost imperceptibly
moves the lips (5)
34 Novelist on the shelf? (6)
36 Attendant meets men in
stately home (5)
37 Antelope put on a cross (5)
38 Former MP, Sir Gerald, in
pub in African port,
reflecting (7)
40 Some tannoy with parts
regularly omitted (3)
41 Goose tongue or alpine
Santa sorted
(11, two words)
		Down
1 Top grocery distributed
flyer (10)
2 Leap atop bonkers and
attract one’s interest
(8, two words)
3 Just you having twelve
fish on end of line
(9, three words)

NO. 3234: TIME FOR A CHANGE

You are invited to submit a poem or short
story with the title ‘Covid’s metamorphoses’.
Please email entries of up to 16 lines or 150
words to lucy@spectator.co.uk by midday on
26 January.
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4 Cynthia Noble dancing up
above the stalls
(12, three words)
5 Regalia ordered for cattle
accommodation (7)
6 Wholesale trader is Ivory’s
film partner (8)
8 Send a telegram form the
borders of Wiltshire (4)
10 Swimmer Mark’s stocky
dog (5)
12 Frozen food and pork pie
brought up in turn (6)
14 Like a greeting from
Atlanta Louis translated
(12)
21 Drunk northern man about
town on the Tarn (9)
23 Wise words giving
direction about two
animals (8)
26 Exclamation from heart
of whose girl? (7)
28 Web designer commonly
in the garden? (6)
31 Tell tales of Senegal and
Kenya (5)
33 Risky, like and old US car,
it seems (5)

A first prize of £30 for the first
correct solution opened on 31
January. There are two runnersup prizes of £20. Please scan or
photograph entries and email
them (including the crossword
number in the subject field) to
crosswords@spectator.co.uk – the
dictionary prize is not available.
We will accept postal entries
again at some point. Apologies
that there may be a delay in
sending out prizes at present.
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SOLUTION TO 2536 : AT REST
The unclued lights (3 composers, 3 artists and 3 writers) are
all buried in Père Lachaise Cemetery. The name should have
a grave (accent), which is also thematic as it is a cemetery.
First prize Miss Charlotte Bull, Leyton, London E11
Runners-up Mrs J. Warburton, Hertford;
Prof. Colin Ratledge, Leven, E. Yorks
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